RIP Father Jack – a hasher at heart
The Not the Odd Sox Memorial Herald!
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News:
Nothing happened but things got worse.....
I've been collecting cr*p from t'internet for this month's organ so be prepared for
some fowl language and piss poor jokes.
OK, so there is something happening....
ROTT 2016
The Really Over The Top is all set for September 16th to 18th 2016
For more details and registration go to:-

http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/
2017th Update
We have now established a budget for this event and will be offering registration on a first come first
served basis.
Like all Hash event the price will start as low as possible and will go up as time progresses. This
Sunday will be the start of registration and will only be available to CH3 members.
This will end on 1st May.
We are able to offer CH3 members a discounted price of £160 for the full weekend.
This includes :• exclusive use of the YHA, two nights accommodation with half board (2 breakfasts and two
dinners),
• all drinks at the venue and circles,
• travel to the Saturday run (train),
• 2017th Herald (large edition) by Great Uncle Bob and Bear
• goodie bag containing a memorable T-Shirt amongst other things.
Registration is available here: toedsh3-admin.com/ch32017
The public release on the 1st May will be £175.
A promotional sheet and web page is under construction.
We are still in negotiation with the YHA and will update you with any new information as it
becomes available
So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
May 2016 Fannyrat
Jun 2016 Computer
Jul 2016 Spicy Bear
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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This actually is important:
Thanks Hashers
With a lot of temptation I did manage to complete dry January
Many thanks to you and other people I bullied I managed to raise £575 for Cancer
research
With gift aid this is increased to £640 see link below
http://www.justgiving.com/Phil-Ladbrook-dryathlete2016
Most of you have paid but I will be chasing the rest for payment on Sunday
From the heart of my bottom many thanks
I need a drink

Gorilla
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I told you it would be crap!
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Fool Moons 2016
Wed 23rd March
Fri 22nd April
Saturday 21st May - this is the UK Full Moon Nash Hash being held in Solihull with entertainment
provided by the ONiON Band - get yourselves registered for a cracking weekend
Register here: http://bullmoonh3.co.uk/rego/index.html
Mon 20th June - @ the Rad
Weds 20th July - Benghazi
Thurs 18th Aug - Russell
Fri 16th Sept - Taxidermist
Sun 16th October - another daytime run with details TBA
Mon 14th Nov - @ the Rad again
Wed 14th Dec
As you can see there are a few blanks, if no-one volunteers I will arrange something, but I'm
damned if I'm doing all of them!

Bull Moon Nash Hash details:
20-22 May – Old Yardleians Rugby Club, Solihull - assemble in the afternoon – tents
and campers welcome (but no hook ups sadly).
•

Friday – 7pm Silver / black dress pub crawl (3 pubs en passant and one planned pub stop).
Opening ceremony and free bar from 9pm, followed by party and live band.

•

Saturday – Rural runs - Ball Breaker, Long, Medium and Walk. Two pub stops, (one cider)
then circle en-route (near end). Foam party when we get back to the venue so bring your
swimmers !!

•

Evening - Dark Side Party with free bar and live band, skits and Midnight Full Moon Run !!!

• Sunday – Hangover run / walk / hobble –
Go to: http://bullmoonh3.co.uk/rego/
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CH3 Hash Run 1949 - Sunday 8th Feb 2016
The Jester, Odsey

Hares – Kermit & Antar
Runners – Maybe 25?
Newies – None (sensible buggers……………)
Well, instruction from the hares said we were to meet at the Village hall in Sandon, some
6 miles away and we all thought it was a bit odd and hoped it wasn’t a massive A to B
across the A507, where certain death appeared to be a distinct possibility.
So we all rocked up to the village hall and basically
blocked each other in as I was one of the early ones,
only living some 8 miles away I was delighted to leave
at 10.30 and get there 10 minutes later rather than
flogging across to Essex as usual.
Kermit, Antar & Googly were first on the scene, closely
followed by Forest Dump, Spicy, Bastard, It’ll come off
& Pedro blocked me in beautifully and Slaphead & Big
Swinger scared the crap out of me by executing a 37
point parking saga close to my nice new car. Elsewhere, Gorilla, Chimp, While You’re
Down There, Checkpoint, The Earl of Pampisford & Double Top Arrived.
The sun shone but as we were in one of the highest spots in the area it was chuffing cold
quite frankly. Gradually more & more folk arrived until we were literally boxed in with
the keystone of Klinger arriving to abandon his skip…..er, ‘car’ at the entrance and with
the final nail in the car park coffin was Deep Shit, Legover & Shiggy Twoshoes to ensure
that no one would be leaving in a hurry, if at all.
Toed & Computer arrived and my first thought was that I owed her money as usual, but
I’d been mugged the previous week so was safe for another raffle. There was great
debate as to whether Sandon had a pub in recent memory and this caused some head
scratching (& flatulence too) but not even venerable old campaigners Slaphead or
Bastard could remember.

Having done a little research in the Hertfordshire Inns & Public Houses, written in 1995,
there was a pub called the Six Bells that was burnt down and rebuilt in the 1930s, and
closed in 1987 and became a private dwelling.
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Still, as it used to be a Green King
pub, it’s not surprising it shut
down as their beer is generally refermented badger piss with no
redeeming qualities, so it’s not a
real loss to anyone.
The pub now looks like this but I
don’t suppose many of us saw it as
we were looking for the dust.
Daffidildo, beloved leader and
Doggystyle arrived and cajoled us
into a sort of order and it looked
like a circle, but with less general
enthusiasm. Daffi welcomed us to
a car park in the middle of fucking
nowhere and he did have a point, but in the Hares defence it did have a pub a quarter of
a century ago and a lot of footpaths around, so it was looking hopeful.
Antar , resplendent in pink gloves wandered into the circle and muttered some
unintelligible bollo….. er… ‘gave a clear and concise’ summary of what to expect while a
private party of Vajazzled & Strap On muttered to each other and ignored proceedings
completely.
Daffi called on and we were away and up the hill and through a grave yard. I couldn’t
help noticing that there were a large amount of graves for a small, empty village and I
thought that since the pub had shut in ‘87 everyone had probably died of boredom (even
if it was a Green King pub).
The wind scythed across the open spaces and although it was bright & sunny it was hard
work. The recent rain had turned every footfall into a slithering squelchy shig fest and
people were skidding all over the place. Only Deep Shit, Shiggy Two Shoes & Legover
appeared to be negotiating the terrain with ease and there were cries & moans of
where’s the dust etc, but the trail itself was very good. Trying to see golden coloured saw
dust in the low winter sunlight was taxing but there were a fair number of trails in all
directions. Several of the footpaths involved tree lined areas that were boggy in places
but at least sheltered from the savage wind.
Strap On splashed past and seemed to acquire water mud everywhere dousing half the
pack with it was he sped past.
Various fields, streams & muddy areas lead us across about 5 miles of a very good trail
(it really would have been magic if it was 15 degrees warmer) and we eventually came
across a farm that bread pigs and we were warned not to cross it. There was some kind
of heated exchange between Legover who called the Pig Farmer a……. er, ‘Pig Farmer’
and for some reason that was offensive and we were threatened with the police again
(ooohhh we’re all scared) but most of us just followed the trail and it was soon past.
We’ll just have to visit again in the summer and see if we can offend the narrow minded
wanker again - I propose we serenade him with “Finger in your ear” – any thoughts?
The hard work was rewarded by rounding the corner by a picturesque duck pond where
a tourist goose could be seen majestically gliding across the water and we were back in
the teeming metropolis of Sandon.
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After a 4 year delay while Klinger worked out how to drive again,
we managed to get free of the car park and somehow everyone
made it out & the short distance to the On On at the Jester. The
Jester usually does some odd Nethergate beers but luckily they
also had Marstons Pedigree on which helped a great deal.
Kermit & Antar had managed to get us the function room which
was nearly as cold as outside and an indoor circle always seems
marginally more subdued for some reason, but at least we were
out of the fecking wind anyway.
The subdued circle was called and Daffi informed us of some key dates for 2017
The 2000th run will be on Jan 29th 2017 and the 2000th Celebratory Weekend will be
over the weekend of 26th-28th May 2017. Down Downs were awarded to;
The hares – Kermit & Antar
Gorilla was given a water for completing dry January without having any beer at all for
an entire month (proving that ex forces folk have immense will power) & raising a
magnificent £640 for charity (Which he promptly threw back at Daffi)
The Earl got a DD for something to do with trail laying, which was confusing as he wasn’t
a hare
Legover got a DD for Pig Farmer abuse, of a pig farmer………..
Double Top managed to get a DD for something to do with being caught in a er ‘full
moon’ pose – presumably answering the call of nature, after all, it’s very difficult to
actually trip and loose clothing in the process
Wai Wai through the medium of Dad Blowback awarded a DD but we can’t remember
what for – it transpired that she may have terrified a user of the gents loo, but
investigating the noise in the next cubicle and looking under the partition – let’s hope
she isn’t mentally scarred by whatever sight was presented.
Doggystyle awarded a few DD’s too
Vajazzled for being a returnee, but basically going on holiday for 6 months
Daffi got a DD for being American but having no idea who the American Superbowl final
was between (the Denver Broncos & The Carolina Panthers obviously – tsk tsk, Big
Blouse) …………..and with that it was all over, On On to the Crown Hotel at Downham
Market (yes, that’s right – Bloody Norfolk!)
On On

Big Blouse
CH3 Run 1951 – The Bell, Bottisham
Sunday 21st Feb 2016
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Hares – Daffidildo & Doggystyle*
Returnees – Singha Gold & Snowball
The Words
No one could remember the last time we ended up at Bottisham (at least on purpose,
that is) and there was much muttering & musing on the incongruities of life. Well,
despite being the first one there by about 4 days, the carpark slowly began to fill up
and the weather was really odd, it was at least 12 Degrees, but felt colder even
though the sun shone it was bloody windy and generally very hard work just hanging
around.
It was good to see the return of Singha Gold & Snowball who hadn’t been around for
months, Singha informed me that a week on a skiing holiday consisting mainly of
very little skiing, eating cheese and quaffing1 red wine hadn’t helped his weight loss
ideas and he thought he’d better come back & do some hashing to offset the good
living.
So, Daffi called a sort of order and it was immediately apparent that we were a hare
short of a full hash with Doggystyle nowhere to be seen. Apparently she was due to
co-hare the trail but had ended up in Germany where she’ll be for a few weeks, but
we’re assured that she’d helped out somehow (??!) some people will go to amazing
lengths not to co hare a trail.
A healthy odd 45+ had arrived to do battle with the wind and whatever the trail was to
hold. The circle was called at the front of the pub, immediately blocking the footpath
and causing anarchy and obstruction to the locals, most of whom were eyeing us
with a mixture of fear/trepidation & awe2 The trail symbols were explained once
again, (but to be honest we’d generally got the right idea) and the we were off with
Pedro & Toed, taking an early lead but finding nothing. Then we were on a left turn
and across the local playing fields with Hold it For Me calling the on.
The wind slammed into us and running/breathing was nigh on impossible and
running in this was clearly impossible3.
Then the trail skirted along the edge of a field before doubling back onto a road and a
check sent us in all directions, I called on, with Wimp & Sam following closely. The
pink turn back arrow was a thing of gay-tinted depression frankly and we managed to
sneakily get several of the hash to follow (notably a fairly pissed off Strap-On which
added a certain piquancy to the moment4) back into a new housing estate. Which
then lead into a slight detour around the playground.
This caused some additional confusion (as if we needed additional confusion) as the
knitting circle was mildly surprised to see runners re-join them from all angles which
helped Papparazzi immensely and she happily snapped away for later evidence.
We somehow managed to skirt along the edge of a wooded area and doubled back
into one of the chavvier parts of Cambridge (I heard a tramp say “I say, could you
spare £5 for a pot of Lapsang?”to a local) adding to the overall level of depression
and grinding poverty in the area.

1

Quaffing is like drinking, but with enthusiasm, and you spill more
And in one case ‘wind’
3
Well, apart from Shiggy Two Shoes and Legover heading past me with apparent ease.
4
A bit like Jamaican Jerk being added to a good steak.
2
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Leaving the housing estate behind we venture out into the raw wind, but sheltered on
one side by a fabulous mature wooded area we thought we were in for a real treat5
but we rounded the edge of the wood to see a check in the middle of the road.
Legover & Shiggy Two Shoes nimbly headed off in the wrong direction and bravely
Checkpoint picked the straightest side of a field I’ve ever seen and disappeared into
the distance as Haven’t Got One & I tried vainly to follow.
She was so far ahead there was no way of seeing what she was gesticulating about,
but as it transpired to be a turn back, she was probably just pissed off as Haven’t Got
One & I met a grinning Daffi (Feeling a little smug that he’d caught everyone out with
a massive check back) along with everyone, just as the knitting circle comprising of
Googly, Kermit & Antar, Dave El Rave, Oohh la La, Slaphead & Big Swinger, Gorilla,
Chimp, Woody Hollow & Joey, Computer & While You’re Down There, It’ll Come Off &
Bastard + Double Top Arrived. We were basically altogether – brilliant tactical trail
laying or pure fluke? – The Jury is still out6
So after going back to the check, the on was called again and we were threading our
way through another rough area, a neat flick off to the left and the On Inn was
gratefully spotted and with that we were back at
the Bell.
The trail was mercifully about 4.5 miles ish
although given the odd layout of Bottisham and
the amount of clever turn backs we’d only
ventured about 18’ outside of the village.
Oddly enough I was the first one back, a feat I
have never pulled off in over 10 years with the
hash -a great day indeed.

As you can see we did a great loop around the
village, but we’re too afraid to leave it entirely.
Thanks for the trail Daffi (who has just been
promoted to ‘Chief’ at his ‘W’ thing – I asked if
he’d been promoted from ‘Brave’, but his reply
isn’t printable7)

5

…….we were wrong though.
They ought to come back in though, its bloody windy out there
7
Well, ok, he said “fuck off Blouse” which was a tad curt I thought…………………….
6
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So we piled into the Bell, and ordered Doom Bar and a nice Cumberland Ale by the
bucket load. Eventually, the circle was called and Slaphead fell victim to “who’s the
Wan*er on the Phone” as he was caught red handed by the GM (or he could have
been having a slash) but without Benghazi, and Fit But Dim or Doggstyle there really
were more braves thank Chiefs8
Down Downs were randomly and haphazardly dished out to;
Returnees -Singha Gold & Snowball
Vajazzled for going to the bathroom on trail
Daffi for verifying that Doggy really really wasn’t there
Daffi for the loos not being open, causing a peeing frenzy in the car park, on trail all
over Bottisham
Lightning – for being a front runner with an ‘old school’ hash attitude (which met the
Gorilla nod/grunt of approval)
Dave El Rave got a special DD for being oblivious to the plight of Woody Hollow as
she tried desperately to deal with Joey producing a mountain of “Douglas Hurd”
while El Rave nonchalantly asked “So you’re doing a Herald then…………….”
Chimp who got a er………’Chimp’ from Bastard – it was encouragement for her
battling illness, but he’d just forgot to give it to her ………………..for 6
years……………..
Verger Kermit awarded Lightning a DD for having a bad memory, but for the life of
me I can’t remember what the bad memory thing was about9
Grand mattress Woody Hollow gave lightning a DD for alluding to the fact that she
probably came from ‘Manchester’ when in fact she originates from Hull (Tsk tsk,
fancy not knowing that Lightning, really………)
And finally…………..
Daffi called Toed & El Rave Up for a webshite mess as the details were incorrect and
everyone’s name was wrong, but amazingly, El Rave managed to get this handed
back to the GM as he claimed that everyone gave false names to him for the
webshite!!!
A successful if baffling trail!
On On
Big Blouse

8
9

See what I did there? ☺
The irony of that isn’t lost on me, either.
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Runs for April 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Double Top

Run No. 1957: 03-Apr-2016
Monkfield Arms, Cambourne, CB23 6EY
Hares Double Top & Double Top
Run No. 1958: 10-Apr-2016
TBD, Anywhere, CB1 2JW
Hares TBA
email :-hareraiser@toedsh3-admin.com
Run No. 1959: 17-Apr-2016
Woolpack Inn, 6 Kettering Rd, Islip, Northamptonshire , NN14 3JU
Hares Strap On & El Rave
Run No. 1960: 24-Apr-2016
TBD, Anywhere, CB1 2JW
Hares TBA
email :-hareraiser@toedsh3-admin.com

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Verger - Kermit
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
ch3.co.uk

